This paper focuses on the construction of statically admissible stress fields (SA-fields) for a posteriori error estimation. In the context of verification, the recovery of such fields enables to provide strict upper bounds of the energy norm of the discretization error between the known finite element solution and the unavailable exact solution. The reconstruction is a difficult and decisive step insofar as the effectiveness of the estimator strongly depends on the quality of the SA-fields. This paper examines the strong prolongation hypothesis, which is the starting point of the Element Equilibration Technique (EET). We manage to characterize the full space of SA-fields satisfying the prolongation equation so that optimizing inside this space is possible. The computation exploits topological properties of the mesh so that implementation is easy and costs remain controlled. In this paper, we describe the new technique in details and compare it to the classical EET and to the flux-free technique for different 2D mechanical problems. The method is explained on first degree triangular elements, but we show how extensions to different elements and to 3D are straightforward.
Introduction
This paper deals with the post-processing of statically admissible (SA) stress fields from a classical finite element (FE) solution in displacement. This step is a requirement of verification techniques if one wants precise, strict and constant-free bounds between the FE solution and the exact (unavailable) solution.
Indeed methods based on the use of SA-field, like the error in constitutive equation (Ladevèze, 1975; Ladevèze and Leguillon, 1983) or like the equilibrated residuals (Babuška and Rheinboldt, 1978; Babuška and Miller, 1987) , provide efficient error estimators, for global or local quantities (Ladevèze and Moës, 1999; Prudhomme and Oden, 1999; Ohnimus et al., 2001; Becker and Rannacher, 2001) , even in some nonlinear contexts (Babuška and Rheinboldt, 1982; Ladevèze et al., 1986; Ladevèze, 2001; Louf et al., 2003) and domain decomposition methods (Parret-Fréaud et al., 2010) .
The computation of SA-fields is a complex task and depending on the quality of the field, the error estimators provide an effective bound or not. With respect to that criterion, the optimal SA-field is the one which minimizes the complementary energy. In order to build such a field, a possibility is to use a dual analysis (Kempeneers et al., 2003 (Kempeneers et al., , 2009 ). However dual codes are not very common and the computational cost for such a computation are very high.
An alternative approach consists in post-processing the SA-field from the FE solution. The Element Equilibration Technique (Ladevèze and Leguillon, 1983; Ladevèze and Rougeot, 1997) , its variants (Ladevèze et al., 2010; Pled et al., 2011) , or the Flux-Free techniques (Parés et al., 2006 (Parés et al., , 2009 Cottereau et al., 2009 ) are typical examples of such alternatives. Compared to the dual approach, they involve many short-range computations (on star-patches and elements), they are naturally pluggable inside classical FE software, but they give less efficient estimates. Even if the computational complexity is much reduced compared to the dual approach, they remain complex to implement and CPU-time consuming.
This paper revisits the Element Equilibration Technique, and more precisely one of its key ingredient: the strong prolongation equation. This equation guides the construction of the SA-field by imposing that it develops the same virtual work as the FE solution within the FE displacement fields. By a global analysis, we manage to obtain, at a low cost, the full set of SA-fields which satisfy the strong prolongation equation.
This new way of interpreting the strong prolongation equation corresponds to forming a large sparse linear system. A first advantage is that this setting clearly separates the different roles star-patches can play: the left kernel corresponds to star-patches seen as support of shape functions, the right kernel corresponds to star-patches seen as closed fluxes. Moreover, the implementation is straightforward; most operations are naturally vectorized and applied on blocks of data, and fast solvers can be employed because well-posed sparse problems can always be easily extracted. Various optimization criteria can be tested, which enables us to evaluate the pertinence of the strong prolongation equation. In particular we obtain an optimal estimator (but at prohibitive computational costs), and an estimator equivalent to the classical EET in term of quality but faster in term of CPU time. The acronym of the method is starfleet, for star-free and lazy element equilibration technique, where we insist on the ease of implementation and on the fact that star-patches are not an ingredient but a natural feature of the method.
In order to ease the presentation, the method is developed for 2D linear elasticity problems approximated by first order triangular elements, for which numerical assessments are proposed. The extensions of the method are discussed at the end of the article. The rest of the paper is organized as follow: in Section 2 we define the problem and the notations, in Section 3 we recall the original EET technique, then we propose in Section 4 an alternative implementation of the strong prolongation equation which generalizes the classical EET and offers new optimization possibilities. In order not to interrupt the presentation, the technical details on which the method relies are exposed in Section 5. Assessments are given in Section 6. In Section 7, we show that the method is not limited to first degree triangles but can be straightforwardly extended to second degree triangular elements, quadrangular elements and 3D domains.
2 Problem setting and error estimation and which is subjected to given body force f within Ω, to given traction force g on ∂ g Ω and to given displacement field u d on the complementary part ∂ u Ω = ∅. We assume that the structure undergoes small perturbations and that the linear elastic material is characterized by Hooke's elasticity tensor H. Let u be the unknown displacement field, ε (u) the symmetric part of the gradient of u, σ the Cauchy stress tensor.
We introduce two affine subspaces and one positive form:
• Affine subspace of kinematically admissible fields (KA-fields)
and we note KA 0 the associated vectorial space.
• Affine subspace of statically admissible fields (SA-fields)
• Error in constitutive equation
where
The mechanical problem set on Ω can be formulated as:
The solution to this problem, named "exact" solution, exists and is unique.
Finite element approximation
We consider the discretization of the geometry by triangles (meshing of the domain).
To that subdivision, we associate a finite-dimensional subspace KA H of KA. The classical finite element displacement approximation consists in searching:
Of course the approximation is due to the fact that in most cases σ H / ∈ SA. After introducing the matrix ϕ H of shape functions which form a basis of KA H and the vector of nodal unknowns u so that u H = ϕ H u, the classical finite element method leads to the linear system:
where K is the (symmetric positive definite) stiffness matrix and f is the vector of generalized forces. Classically, the finite element space is extended to degrees of freedom where Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed, and the vector of nodal reactions λ d , which correspond to the work of the finite element stress field in the shape functions, can be deduced:
where Subscript d stands for Dirichlet degrees of freedom (so that u d is known) and Subscript r corresponds to the remaining degrees of freedom which were determined in (5), n is the normal vector to ∂ u Ω.
Principle of the error in constitutive equation
The measurement of the exactness of the solution through the error in constitutive equation consists in deducing admissible fields from the computed FE fields and measuring the non-verification of the constitutive equation:
e CR Ω (û,σ) gives strict bounds of the strain and stress errors in the energy norm (Ladevèze, 1975; Ladevèze and Pelle, 2004) .
In the case we consider, the construction ofû ∈ KA H is simple because KA H ⊂ KA so that we chooseû = u H . Buildingσ is a more complex task, for which many techniques have been proposed, among others the element equilibration technique (Ladevèze and Leguillon, 1983; Ladevèze and Rougeot, 1997 ) (EET), the flux-free technique (Parés et al., 2006) and the star-patch element equilibration technique (Ladevèze et al., 2010; Pled et al., 2012) . This paper revisits the EET technique, about which we give more details in Section 3.
Onceσ ∈ SA is built, the computation of the error is performed over each element T as follow:
where we recognize the deformation energy of the SA-field, the deformation energy of the KA-field and a coupling between the SA-field and the KA-field.
Notations for the handling of the mesh
We note T the set of elements (triangles) in the subdivision of Ω, E the set of edges, and V the set of vertexes. We note |.| the cardinality of sets (counting measure), so that for instance |T | is the number of elements in the mesh. We introduce the boundary operator ∂ which extracts the border edges of a group of elements and the ending vertexes of a set of edges (notation P(X) stands for the set of subsets of X).
We use the notation∂
for the mapping which gives the edges which are ended by one vertex and the elements which share one edge (when applied to sets,∂ −1 gives the union of the images of each term). In particular, for a vertex V the elements iñ ∂ −2 V form the so called star-patch (set of elements having V as a vertex). Figure 1 illustrates the boundary operator on simple cases.
Classical EET technique
When building statically admissible stress fields, two conditions have to be met: the continuity of the fluxes between subregions and the verification of the local balance equation. In the Flux-Free technique, regularity is ensured by the use of the partition of unity and balance is satisfied through independent computations on star-patches. In the Element Equilibration Technique, the balance is verified by element-wise computations (leading to a family of element stresses (σ T )) whereas the continuity is ensured by the introduction of specific force unknowns on the edges between elements. An extra criterion is introduced in order to limit the search space of statically admissible stress fields and simplify the determination of (σ T ), the so called strongprolongation hypothesis:
which means that the reconstructed stress field should develop the same amount of work than the original FE stress field in any FE deformation field. Moreover, this hypothesis enables to remove the coupling term in (8):
Consequently, only the strain energy of the SA-field is required, and of course the smaller this energy the sharper the estimation. By decoupling the quantities from the original problem (u H ) and the dual problem (σ), this expression avoids having to evaluate the primal field in the dual discretization. The EET technique is a two-step procedure: first (subsections 3.1, 3.2) balanced tractionsF Γ are constructed on the edges (Γ) of elements, second (subsection 3.3) the SA-stress fields are computed independently on each element (T ) using the tractions as Neumann boundary conditionsσ T · n
T is the normal vector to face Γ pointing outward from element T and the role of δ Γ T = ±1 is explained in Equation (13).
Introduction of the balanced traction forces
On each edge Γ, we wish to build a traction fieldF Γ which gives correct Neumann conditions for the computation of the statically admissible fieldσ which satisfies the strong prolongation condition.
is used to ensure the action-reaction principle between two neighboring elements:
An important property is that, because rigid body motions belong to FE field KA H , the strong prolongation equation implies the equilibrium of elements with respect to rigid body motions:
where RBM is the set of translations and infinitesimal rotations. Then the strong prolongation condition ensures the verification of Fredholm alternative andσ is well defined independently on elements. If we develop the strong prolongation equation using the definition of tractions (12) and the FE equilibrium (4), we obtain:
the internal residual
is then to be computed for each shape function on each element.
Classical computation of the balanced edge tractions
In the original EET technique (Ladevèze and Leguillon, 1983) , edge tractionsF Γ are assumed to vary linearly, so that two coefficients per component are to be determined per edge. To determine these coefficients, the residual equation (15) is tested against shape functions so that computations are limited to the support of shape functions, called star-patches. The support of the shape function φ N H associated to the vertex N ∈ V coincides with the star patch∂ −2 N (see Figure 1 ). We can compute the vectorŴ
corresponding to the work of edge tractions in the shape function (in each direction):
The strong prolongation equation can be rewritten as a set of decoupled small linear systems for each vertex of the mesh, the number of unknowns being the number of edges connected to that vertex. We have the following equation for each element of the star-patch:
The linear equations above only involves the (Ŵ Γ i N ) i unknowns associated to vertex N (and it is the unique system in which they appear). The nature of the linear system depends on the position of the node (see Figure 2 for a simple illustration of the various cases). For internal nodes and nodes on the Dirichlet boundary, the resulting system of equations is under-determined, an extra constraint is then introduced in order to determine the components of the edge tractions radiating from the node (the constraint is detailed in Section 5.4.2).
Once those local systems have been solved, one has to compute the balanced traction forces from the fluxesŴ Γ N . For an edge Γ of vertexes l and r, the balanced traction forces are decomposed over the shape functions basis and determined by the inversion of the mass matrix of the edge:
Element estimation of the complementary energy
Once (F Γ ) have been determined, they can be used as Neumann loading on each element to determine the statically admissible stress fieldsσ independently on each element (12). For simple cases of volume loading, the exact solution for the stress field can be obtained using a piecewise polynomial search space. For the general cases, a numerical approximation of high precision must be obtained. A dual approach would directly give the desired stress field but classically, in order to keep using widespread tools, a refined finite element approximation in displacement is sought, characterized by Finite Element space KA T p . The precise FE space can be obtained by higher order approximation (p version), 3 degrees higher than the original computation is known to be sufficient (Babuška et al., 1994) , or by remeshing the elements (h version).
Then in order to determine σ p ≃σ on Element T , we seek the displacement u p solution of the following system:
Note that if the space KA T p was not sufficiently large then the energy would be underestimated, leading to a erroneously low error estimation (the bound would not be strict).
New SA-field reconstruction technique
The driving ideas for our new SA-field reconstruction technique are:
• To simplify the implementation (and somehow accelerate the execution) by avoiding loops and tests, by vectorizing the code, by working on natural finite element containers (elements instead of star-patches) prone to small grain parallelism.
• To separate the topological properties and the geometrical properties of the mesh to make best use of both.
• To study all the consequences of the strong prolongation equation.
• To derive the classical EET as a special case, propose new variants including one which makes minimal the error estimator e CR Ω (u H ,σ).
To do so, we add the following ingredients to the two-step procedure:
• In order to define the Neumann conditions on the borders of elements:
-We assume no a priori shape for the edge tractions, and we only search for their work in a well chosen basis B of KA H (Section 4.1).
-We use all known data on the boundary (Neumann's given forces and Dirichlet's computed nodal reactions), so that the only unknowns are the works of tractions on the internal edges (Section 4.2).
-We gather unknown works in multivectors 1 and we write the linear system they must be solution to:
G contains topological data related to the strong prolongation equation and geometrical information for the unknown works to respect linearity principle. MultivectorR(B) stands for balance residuals computed on the elements, MultivectorŴ(B) stands for the works computed on the edges (Section 4.3).
-We find one solutionŴ 0 (B) to previous system (Section 5.3) and a basis Z of ker(G) (Section 5.2), so that for any γ,Ŵ(B) =Ŵ 0 (B)+Zγ satisfies the strong prolongation.
-We choose one criterion and search for optimal γ (Section 5.4).
• For the element estimation of the complementary energy:
-We use a higher degree basis B 2 and we compute the associated works of Neumann boundary conditions (Section 4.4).
Choice of the unknowns and associated constraints
The first point of the method is that no a priori shape is assumed for the edge tractions (whereas they are searched for as affine functions in the classical EET). Indeed the strong prolongation equation (15) only imposes linear constraints on their work in kinematically admissible fields. We then search for works (Ŵ Γ (v)) for all edges Γ and all v ∈ KA HŴ
For practical computation, a basis of KA H must be chosen. In the classical EET, shape (hat) functions are chosen. Here, in order to avoid the tedious forming of star-patches and enable systematic treatment, we use the canonical basis B = (1e x , xe x , ye x , 1e y , xe y , ye y ) on each element which is indeed independent of the geometry of the mesh. Note that the unknown works are not independent. The works being linear forms on KA H , the variables x and y being affinely linked on an edge, we must have for an arbitrary direction e:
where (a Γ , b Γ , c Γ ) are the coefficients of the equation of Edge Γ:
1 A multivector is a collection of vectors, or equivalently a thin matrix, prone to block treatment.
In matrix form, this constraint writes:
where we see that the uncoupling of the directions e x and e y leads to working with a multivector.
Property 1. The necessary condition (23) is sufficient to build a traction forcê F Γ · e associated with the works (Ŵ
Proof. An infinity of traction forces can be associated with the given works satisfying (23), among them we prove that there exists one linear traction force ; other traction fields could be obtained by adding a term orthogonal to the subspace of first degree polynomials in the L 2 (Γ) sense. Let us consider the edge Γ ended by Vertexes A and B of coordinates (x A , y A ) and (x B , y B ). We compute the coefficient of the line and its middle O:
We introduce the curvilinear abscissa s ∈ [−1/2, 1/2], we then have:
If we search for a linear traction force in direction e, parametrized by coefficients
A simple integration over the edge shows that:
Elimination of external edges, definition of the righthand-side
A great interest of using works instead of tractions is that they are fully known on the border edges: even on Dirichlet edges they can be deduced from the nodal reactions on Dirichlet vertexes. These data can then be incorporated in the residual equation (15), so that only works on internal edges are unknown. For a test field v H ∈ KA H , we define the complete residual R T (v H ):
Neumann edge Γ g , then we set:
• If Element T is connected to one 2 Dirichlet edge Γ d , we use the computed nodal reactions:
V represents the vertexes of
is the associated nodal value of the reaction, which is known from the FE resolution, and v H (V ) is the value of the test field at the vertexes. α Γ V is a partition of the reaction force between the Dirichlet edges the vertex V belongs to (see Figure 3 for an illustration):
Typically α Γ V can be set to 1/2 for nodes inside Dirichlet boundary and 1 for nodes on the extremities of Dirichlet boundary. Another possibility is to set α Γ V according to the length of the edges connected to Vertex V (of course for regular meshes these approaches are equivalent). A more sophisticated technique would be to choose α 
Strong prolongation equation at the global scale
The strong prolongation equation (15) can be rewritten using only internal edges works as unknowns:
where • E is the set of internal edges (edges separating two elements).
2 Elements shall have at most one edge on the border of the mesh, see remark 2.
Equation (30) writes in matrix form:
whereŴ
and ∆ is the |T | × |
• E| matrix of coefficients (δ Γ T ) Using the canonical basis 3 on each element in order to span KA H , the constraints (23) and the strong prolongation equation (31) write:
where (c, a, b) are the diagonal matrices containing the geometrical coefficients
This system is (3|T | + |
• E|) × 3|
• E| large but it is extremely sparse, in fact it is never assembled, and it possesses many useful properties for fast solving.
In order not to interrupt the presentation, the study and the resolution of the system are explained in Section 5. The main result is that the system has many solutions, so that a criterion can be added to choose one solution; we propose various criteria, among others one which recovers the classical EET estimator and one which minimizes the error estimation (11).
Element estimation of the complementary energy
We note Ŵ (f e) (f ∈ {1, x, y} and e ∈ {e x , e y }) the chosen solution to System (32) . In order to compute the strain energy inside elements, we need to solve with high precision the following system on each element T :
We propose to use a p-refinement strategy to define KA T p , and in practice to use a higher degree canonical basis, for instance for order 2: B 2 = (xe x , ye y , xe y + ye x , xye x , xye y , x 2 e x , x 2 e y , y 2 e x , y 2 e y )
Remark 1. The infinitesimal rigid body motions (1e x , 1e y , xe y − ye x ) have been omitted, so that the element problems are directly well posed.
First degree edge works, associated with test fields (xe x , ye y , xe y + ye x ), are known from (32). We need an extrapolation strategy for the determination of the higher degree works, associated with (xy, x 2 , y 2 ) in both directions. These higher degree works need to remain consistent with the geometry and the first order works, typically we must have, for any edge Γ and direction e:
The simplest solution to build these higher degree works is to suppose they are associated with a linear distribution of traction force per edge. As proved in Proposition 1, the linear traction is uniquely determined by the first degree works, and using the notations of that proposition, we have for degree 2:
where (x O , y O ) are the diagonal matrices containing the coordinates of the middle of internal edges. As the vector notation shows, the right hand side of all elements computations are obtained at the same time. After that, the high degree element problems (33), and the contribution to the error estimator (11) can be computed in parallel (typically on multiple cores).
Solution strategy
In this section, we present how System (32) is solved, and how its solution can be optimized. We use the following notations:
We recall that
• E is the set of internal edges (edges separating two elements)
which we oppose to border edges E ∂ .
• V and V ∂ are respectfully the sets of internal and boundary vertexes. Of course |E| = |
Remark 2. In order to be a part of a valid mesh for finite element approximation, an element can not have two edges on the skin of the domain (George, 1991) , which implies that |E ∂ | = |V ∂ |.
We also recall that elements, edges and vertexes satisfy the Euler identity:
where c is the number of connected components and h is the number of holes within the structure. In the following, we will be working on one single connected component so that c = 1.
Properties of Matrix ∆
The matrix ∆ which gathers the coefficients (δ Γ T ) is rectangular with |T | rows and | • E| columns. It is a very sparse signed boolean matrix, since a row contains at most 3 non-zero coefficients (2 for a row associated with an element on the boundary), and each column contains exactly 2 non-zero coefficients (with opposite sign if all elements have the same orientation).
This matrix describes how elements are connected by their edges, in algebraic topology it is called an incidence matrix.
Remark 3. The coefficients (δ Γ T ) need to be chosen in agreement with the orientation of elements and edges. For 2D meshes, it simply consists in giving edges an initial and a final vertex, and giving triangles a rotation sense (clockwise or counter-clockwise); if the orientations match then coefficient δ Γ T is +1. For the future developments we will assume that all elements are given the same orientation, this is not a necessity, it will only simplify the writing of the vector i in Equation (39). Note that orientation is a topological property which can be determined by the sole analysis of the ordering of the list of vertexes given to describe the edges and the elements, but it can be helpful to use geometrical computations (like triple products) to determine it (in particular in 3D).
Property 2. Matrix ∆ has more columns than rows and it is not full row-ranked. Anyhow, the problem (31) remains well posed.
Proof. Assuming all elements have the same orientation, all internal edges are followed positively by one element and negatively by the other, the left kernel is then constituted by the vector i = 1 . . . 1 T . The problem (31) remains well posed because the finite element equilibrium over the whole domain is equivalent to the orthogonality between the right hand side and the left kernel: It is easy to build a basis of the right kernel by realizing it corresponds to closed paths within the mesh (see Figure 4 ):
• Each internal node defines a star-patch with internal edges as branches. When combining the edges, all elements of the star-patch are counted twice with opposite signs.
• The internal edges radiating from nodes on the boundary of one hole define a (closed) loop that surrounds the hole. Note that this basis can be efficiently obtained using tools from graph analysis or, with higher complexity using algebraic topology (Rapetti et al., 2003) .
Study of G
Property 4. Let x V and y V be the diagonal matrices of the coordinates of the internal vertexes, then the right kernel Z of G writes:
Proof. The components of ker(G) need to be sought in subspaces of ker(∆). Consider one star-patch centered on vertex V of coordinates (x V , y V ), let Γ be a branch of extremity A Γ = (x A , y A ). Of course, the center V being on the edge, we have
T belongs to the kernel of G.
All internal nodes are thus associated with one kernel vector. Holes can not be associated with null modes of the matrix G because not all rays radiating from one hole can be concurring to the same point.
Property 5. The dimension of the left kernel of G is equal to the number of vertexes of the mesh:
It is indeed possible to create a basis vector of ker(G T ) associated to each vertex of the mesh.
Proof. The result is a combination of the rank theorem applied to matrix G T , and of the relation 3|T | − (2| • E| + |E ∂ |) = 0 which corresponds to the fact that each element is made out of 3 edges whereas each internal edge belongs to 2 elements and each external edge belongs to one element.
For the construction of a basis vector, we can restrict our analysis to elements and edges involved in a star-patch. Let O be a vertex (internal or external), the elements in the star-patch are the T SP =∂ −2 O. The edges involved in the star-patch are the rays E SP,r =∂ −1 O and the borders E SP,b = ∂(∂ −2 O). The set of internal edges involved in the star-patch is then We notel the diagonal matrix of the length of edges in
• E SP , so that 0 <l 2 =ã 2 +b 2 . The border edges E SP,b (including the ones on the border of Ω) are always associated to one (and only one) element of the star-patch, so that we number border edges and elements accordingly, see Figure 5 .
The reader can verify that the following vector belongs to the kernel ofG T (next proposition gives an important interpretation):
e b is a diagonal matrix of non-null coefficients since the center of the star-patch can not be aligned with one of the border edge.
Property 6. The strong prolongation equation (32) has solutions. Proof. We just need to verify that the right-hand-side is orthogonal to the kernel ofG
If we use one vector of the basis built in previous expression and apply it to the right hand side, we in fact compute the work of the residual in one FE shape (hat) function, which is zero by the definition of the finite element approximation (Galerkin orthogonality). Indeed the characteristic equation of a border edge, restricted to the adjacent element, is exactly the slope of the hat function; the normalizing term e 
Efficient solving
Previous analysis proves that the rectangular system (32), though it is rank deficient in rows and columns, remains well posed. Because solutions are defined up to a member of ker(G) of which we know one basis (Z), the resolution is separated in two steps: this subsection addresses the question of finding one solution, the next subsection addresses the question of choosing an optimal contribution in the kernel of G (for a chosen criterion).
Matrix ∆ is the algebraic description of the topological properties of circuits of edges seen as borders of elements: summation corresponds to union, multiplication by (−1) corresponds to the reversal of the orientation. This structure implies the existence of the following Smith normal form for matrix ∆: ∃(U, V) invertible signed boolean matrices with signed boolean inverses such that
From a practical point of view, this factorization can be easily computed by a fullpivoting Gauss procedure. Note that because ∆ is very sparse, the complexity of the procedure is linear (the position of pivots is always known a priori). Note also that the left (i) and right (N) kernels of ∆ appear in the factorization.
In order to simplify notations, the columns of each multivector are gathered with the notation e, for instance R(1e) : = R(1e x ) R(1e y ) . We apply the Smith transform to system (32), and we split the works in two parts:Ŵ(f e) = Ṽ N α f e β f e T (for f = 1, x, y).
Previous equation determines the (α f e ) and all that remain to solve is:
The matrix on the left hand side is |
. From previous analysis, we know the right kernel is |
• V| large. If we use the adapted internal vertex/hole basis for the left kernel, N = [N V , N h ], we even can tell that cN h aN bN is full columnranked. Another interest of the adapted basis for the kernel is that it maximizes the sparsity of the matrices (two star-patches have at most one edge in common, and one star-patch is in general made out of no more than 6 edges).
We then have to seek to the solution of the following full-column-ranked rectan- 
One possibility to solve that system is to use a LU factorization with pivoting in order to preserve sparsity: not only very few coefficients are non-zero but also the columns of aN V and bN V have the same fill-in (same remark holds for aN h , bN h and cN h ).
As a result, we have determined at a low cost one solution matrix (3|
• E| rows and 2 columns) to system (32):
Criteria to choose the element of the kernel
Since we know the basis Z of the right kernel of G, and one solutionŴ 0 (B) to equation (32), all works associated with stress fields satisfying the strong prolongation equation writeŴ(B) =Ŵ 0 (B) + Z γ e x γ e y where (γ e x , γ e y ) are vectors of size | • V| which can be used in order to optimize the works with respect to a well chosen criterion. Note that optimizing (γ e x , γ e y ) is a mandatory step because the particular solutionŴ 0 (B) was obtained with few references to the original mechanical problem, so that choosing γ x = γ y = 0 leads in general to very large error estimation.
In order to reconnect to the mechanical problem, the best option is to try to minimize the error estimate e CR Ω (u H ,σ), which in our case corresponds to minimizing the strain energy of the reconstructed SA-field. A less meaningful but much cheaper reference is the original finite element stress field σ H .
In simplest cases, the criterion preserves the separation between the components, so that block resolution can be carried on. This is typically the case in the classical EET technique. In more general cases (like when we minimize the estimator), the components are coupled and must be sought together in a unique vector γ 
Optimization with respect to the FE solution
From the FE stress field σ H , we can deduce an average traction F Γ H and its work:
where θ Γ T is the ratio of the triangle's area over the area of the 2 triangles so that
). Because stresses are constant inside elements, this average traction field is constant along the edge. We note W H (B) the vector of edge works associated with our test basis.
It is then possible to seek the work satisfying the strong prolongation which is the nearest (in the sense of a chosen norm) to the FE edge work:
If we assume the matrix norm M treats the columns independently (like the Frobenius norm), and is represented by symmetric positive definite Matrix M, we have:
M shall be chosen so that sparsity is preserved in order to make Cholesky factorization of the sparse |
• V| × |
• V| matrix Z T MZ very fast. In the next section, assessments are given for the euclidean norm M = I and the estimator based on this choice of minimization is referred to as starfleet · 2 . This estimator is given only because it is the fastest to apply, its performance are not expected to be good.
Connection to classical EET
In this subsection, we show that a well chosen norm corresponds exactly to the classical minimization within star-patches of the classical EET.
The EET criterion decouples the components (e x , e y ), so that the equation (51) applies and only one simple matrix M needs to be defined. In order to simplify the writing of equations, we only work on one component which is not mentioned.
The EET seeks linear distributions of traction forces per edge which satisfy the strong prolongation condition. On one star-patch of center the internal node N, this problem is under-constrained, it is closed by the minimization of the distance D N between the work of the FE solution and of the SA-field in the shape function φ N :
When summing over all internal nodes, we obtain:
being searched for as a linear distribution, we can writê 
We can distinguish between edges whose vertexes are both internal (
•• E ) and edges with one vertex on the boundary.
This criterion couples the works (Ŵ
on the same edge, this corresponds to matrix M with only 3 non zero value per row.
In the assessment, we propose a comparison, in term of CPU time, of the implementations of that criterion, using classical EET and using Starfleet.
Error estimator minimization
This choice is of course the best possible but it is associated with much more computations and its interest is mostly theoretical.
Because the two components (e x , e y ) are coupled by this criterion, we need to adopt a new notation, for a one-column vector of works:
As explained in Section 4.4, the works enable us to define high degree problems on elements, let K p T be the stiffness matrix associated with the precise approximation and B T be the matrix which defines the higher order boundary conditions on element T from the edge workŴ. We need to minimize the strain energy:
which leads to the following results:
The computation of the element precise boundary conditions and stiffnesses being a necessity in any case, all costs are concentrated in the forming and factorization of the 2
Despite the sparsity of this matrix (for well chosen kernel basis), the computational cost of this optimization is significant. It somehow corresponds to the solving of a dual problem of reduced dimension by primal ways. The estimator based on this choice of minimization is referred as starfleet · erdc .
Algorithm 1, summarizes the main steps of both Starfleet and classical EET.
Algorithm 1: EET (left) versus STARFLEET (right)
• Construction of edge tractionsF Γ ;
for V ∈ V do Construction of the star-patch around V , detection of its type;
for T ∈∂ −2 V do Computation of the rhs (15); end Formation of the system corresponding to the strong prolongation equation (17) 
Assessment
In this section, the behavior of the estimate resulting from the construction of a SAfield presented above is analyzed for several mechanical problems. The FE computation and the construction of statically admissible stress fields are performed using an Octave code (Octave community, 2012) . For all the considered structures, the material is chosen to be isotropic, homogeneous, linear and elastic with Young's modulus E = 1 and Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3. We compare the new SA-field reconstruction (starfleet with 2 and erdc optimization) to the classical Element Equilibration Technique (which corresponds to a specific version of the starfleet) and Flux-free technique in term of quality of the estimators. In all cases, p-refinement is used for the local computations. starfleet is shorten to SF in figures and tables.
Plane stress problem with analytical solution
First, let us consider the rectangular domain Ω =]0, 8l[×]0, l[, with Dirichlet homogeneous boundary conditions on ∂Ω. The loading is a source term chosen such that the exact solution has the following analytical expression:
Therefore, we can calculate the true error e ex through the exact energy norm: Figure 7 and Table 1 correspond to p+2 refinement applied to the EET, the flux-free, and to the starfleet (with various optimization). On that very regular problem, we observe that all estimators behave quite similarly. 
2D square in plane stress
A square loaded with a horizontal unit shear force on the top boundary is considered. The displacement of the bottom is imposed to be zero and the two remaining sides are traction-free. For this second case, we also performed a dual approach for the computation of the SA-field based on the construction of pure equilibrium triangular finite element and the minimization of the complementary energy. This approach provides a reliable SA-field but its difficulty of implementation and its computational cost are prohibitive. Figure 9 show the convergence rate of the estimators based on the data in We observe that the dual approach is the most accurate followed by the fluxfree approach, the approaches based on the strong prolongation give slightly less accurate estimates. In that case the SF · 2 criterion is very near to the best achievable (SF · erdc ).
Pathological case : poor mesh quality
Let us reuse previous example with a mesh of poor quality where some triangles are very thin (the ratio between the base and the height is equal to 1 10 ) as illustrated on Figure 10 . The bad behavior of the a posteriori error estimators for such meshes is a well-known phenomenon and initiated improvements as in Florentin et al. (2003) where the strong prolongation equation was weaken and partly replaced by energy minimization.
We observe that the optimal SF criterion and the Flux-Free technique give best estimators, whereas the starfleet · 2 gives large overestimation. These results tend to prove the importance of minimizing the energy when dealing with meshes of poor quality.
Ud=0

Fd
Figure 10: mesh with thin triangles ndof h Flux-free EET SF · 2 SF · erdc ε (u H ) H,Ω 34 0.1 11.639 17.442 37.57 11.642 4.0425 Table 3 : 2D square with poor quality mesh, error estimators (p+2 version)
Cracked structure
Finally, let us consider the structure of Figure 11 used in (Parés et al., 2006) , which has two holes. We impose homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions in the central hole and on the base. The smaller hole is subjected to a constant unitary pressure p 0 . A unitary traction force t is applied normally to the surface on the left upper part. The other remaining boundaries are traction-free. A crack is also initiated from the smaller hole. Figure 12 and Table 4 show the convergence of the methods depending on the mesh size with p+2 refinement for the element computations. Table 4 : Crack-opening, error estimators (p+2 version)
The new SA-field technique starfleet · 2 behaves poorly when the mesh is refined. This may be due to the singularity of the problem. As expected, with the global minimization of the energy, the optimized strategy starfleet · erdc leads to better results than classical EET in particular for fine meshes, it tends to equal the Flux-Free method which is always the most accurate.
In Table 5 we present sequential CPU-times on a workstation potentially shared with other users, which makes the measures only indicative. We observe that the starfleet implementation of the EET is always the fastest, that the optimized starfleet is not scalable, and that the Flux-Free technique is always more than 2 times slower than EET.
Extensions
In this section we discuss the possibility to use the method on more complex cases. We only discuss the construction of the system related to the strong prolongation hypothesis equivalent to (32). Since components are decoupled, we can derive our analysis on a scalar problem. Table 5 : Crack-opening, normalized CPU times are not vertexes. We write the strong prolongation equation with the test fields (1, x, y, x 2 , xy, y 2 ). Second order works have to satisfy two conditions to be consistent with the geometry:
Higher order triangular elements
The final system then writes:
The kernel of this new matrix G is still composed of the vectors describing the internal star-patches. Then
Therefore the dimension of the left kernel of matrix G is
Each element being made out of 3 edges, each internal edge belonging to 2 elements and each external edge belonging to one element, we have 3|T | − (2|
which is exactly the number of nodes of the discrete problem. The interpretation is similar to the case of linear triangular elements. Once the works are known, one possibility for the definition of the higher order boundary conditions is to assume that they are associated with quadratic distributions of traction force. The last step of the procedure (solving local problems with Neumann boundary conditions) is unmodified.
Remark 4. Isoparametric elements can have curved edges which makes the compatibility condition more complex to write. Moreover the idea to seek distribution of tractions of given shape (linear, quadratic. . . ) is questionable, which makes the definition of higher order problems more difficult. We leave this question open for future investigation.
Quadrangular elements
With quadrangular elements, the finite element basis of shape functions is richer. Therefore, we write the strong prolongation equation with the test fields (1, x, y, xy). The system writes :
In general, the workŴ(xy) is linearly independent from the first order worksŴ(1) ,Ŵ(x) andŴ(y). The vertical and horizontal edges constitute the exception: indeed if the equation of the edge is x =x 0 (vertical edge) then W (xy) = x 0 W (y). The diagonal matricesx 0 andỹ 0 denote these specific edges. One solution to get rid of this difficulty is to a priori seek works associated to linear distribution of tractions. This is the strategy retained in the classical EET technique, which warranties the existence of a solution (Ladevèze and Pelle, 2001) . In that case, the first order works are sufficient to determine the distribution andŴ(xy) is simply post-processed in order to define the loading for the element computations.
We end up with the same system as for triangular elements:
The kernel of the matrix G is still composed of the vectors describing the internal star-patches. Then
Each element being made out of 4 edges, each internal edge belonging to 2 elements and each external edge belonging to one element, we have 4|T | − (2|
which correspond to the FE equilibrium for each shape function.
3D problems
We consider a 3D tetrahedral mesh. We introduce the set of faces F . The unknowns are the works on internal faces. We write the prolongation equation with the following test fields:
(1, x, y, z)
Topological Matrix ∆ is a rectangular matrix with |T | rows and |
• F| columns. Orientation of tetrahedron being non intuitive, a simple way to fill the matrix is to give an arbitrary orientation to each face, which corresponds to the definition of a normal vector, and to count positively the tetrahedron which is pointed inward by the normal and negatively the one pointed outward. Then ∆ has still only one vector in its left kernel: i = 1 . . . 1
T . In order to analyze the right kernel, we need the Euler-Poincaré relationship for one 3D connected component and its skin. The analysis is more complex because we need to distinguish between the h circular holes (like donuts) and the p 3D voids (like the stone of a peach), in algebraic topology h and p are particular instances of Betti numbers (Godbillon, 1998) . We have the following properties:
Moreover, we can add the following simple relationships obtained by counting faces of tetrahedrons and edges of the skin:
We deduce the dimension of the right kernel of ∆ : This result has a simple interpretation: internal edges define close circuit between faces (like internal nodes in 2D), but internal nodes are associated to one redundancy (see Figure 13) . Each hole offers one extra independent close circuit whereas each pore imposes one extra redundancy.
As in 2D problems, works on faces are not independent. For a given face F , there exists geometrical real coefficients (a F , b F , c F , d F ) such that,
the coefficients a F , b F and c F can be chosen so that a 
which corresponds to the finite element equilibrium for each node. The rest of the resolution can be conducted the same way as for 2D problems.
Conclusion
This paper introduces a new approach for the construction of statically admissible stress fields for a posteriori error estimation. More precisely, the method builds a full basis of the edge (in 2D) traction fields satisfying the strong prolongation equation, which enables to try various optimization criteria. In particular, through the choice of the criterion, it is possible to recover the classical EET technique or to minimize the error estimation. From a practical point of view, the method relies on the exploitation of the known quantities on the boundary of the domain and on a topological and geometrical analysis of the mesh at the global scale. The associated linear systems are so sparse that their size is not problematic, moreover the full knowledge of the kernels (for any order, shape or dimensionality) makes it possible to extract well posed problems where fast solvers can be employed.
The presentation and assessments are given for 2D static linear mechanics problems meshed with linear triangular elements, but extensions to elements with higher order, different shape and different dimensionality are described. In particular, the treatment of 3D problems (with their known kernels) seems no more difficult than 2D problems, which is a feature not encountered in many other SA-field recovery techniques.
We observe that estimators based on the strong prolongation equation are always less precise than the flux-free technique (and of course dual approaches). The minimization of the estimator inside SA-fields satisfying the strong prolongation equation tends to give results very close to the flux free technique but at a much higher cost. The classical EET criterion leads to a faster estimator, especially with its new implementation, and its quality is not far from the optimized estimator.
This means that the strong prolongation equation is a questionable hypothesis for people willing to build very precise estimators. Note that this lack of pertinence was known since a weak prolongation equation was proposed in (Florentin et al., 2003) to deal with very deformed elements and in (Pled et al., 2012) to improve the efficiency of the estimator in zones where the error is concentrated. On the other hand, the strong prolongation equation leads to lower computational costs for the error estimation. Criteria which barely perturb the sparsity of the problem (like the norm-2 criterion or the classical EET criterion) lead to lower CPU times than classical implementation of EET (which itself is faster than the flux-free approach). Beside the implementation of the our method is simpler and more easily extensible to different elements. Moreover, we expect the method to give interesting performance in cases where matrices can be reused (like the error estimation of a sequence of problems based on the same mesh).
